Making Global Games

LOCAL
NATIVEPRIME.COM

ONE COMPANY
AROUND THE WORLD
We are Native Prime, a multilingual localization
company specificaly catered to the gaming industry.
We are a cluster of monolingual companies located
in different countries around the globe. No matter
what the source language of your game is, we can
provide you with the languages you need.
For us, game localization is more than just
translations and voice recordings, it's about
preserving the original emotional experience.

CONNECTED LOCALIZATION
As a global company, we offer multilingual services, a single
interface, and combined expertise & know-how...
... and as a single company, we are native language service
providers, having a close connection to the target languages
and an intimate knowledge of the local culture.

This approach allows us to turn your game into a successful
global experience.

FULL LOCALIZATION SERVICES

TEXT
TRANSLATION

+

AUDIO
RECORDING

+

dedicated account manager
centralized project management
horizontal organization
common tools and workflows
game experienced native translators
native voice actors
experienced voice directors
music production/sound design
consulting
fan involvement
translation memories
glossaries and term bases
style guides
proprietary QC and QA tools
automatic batch recording software

TESTING

By fully understanding the local language and
culture, we engage your players in your game
to make sure they stay immersed in the action.
As native companies, we know first hand how
your local players think. We keep an open
dialog with gamers, involving their knowledge
and creativity in the localization process.

GOOD LOCALIZATION = HAPPY PLAYERS

FRANCE
Game Audio Factory
69 Rue de la Grand Font
16000 Angoulême
ITALY
Orange Studio
Galleria Ugo Bassi 1
40121 Bologna
+
Studio Arki
Via Laura Bassi 11/2
40137 Bologna
GERMANY
t-recs studios
Heerdterbuschstrasse 4
41460 Neuss
+
Lobuschstrasse 16
22765 Hamburg
SPAIN
Wordlab_
Sebastián Elcano 32, loft 31
28012 Madrid
+
Peakland
Iriarte 1
28028 Madrid

global@nativeprime.com
NATIVEPRIME.COM

